DANCE: ETEN BA'MIDBAR
CHOREOGRAPHER: Yaacov Levy
M/C: Dov Zeltzer
STRUCTURE: One stanza, 2 parts
FORMATION: Circle, face center, hold hands

NOTES:

NOTATIONS: PART ONE
1 - 4  Mayim step with R moving CW
5 - 16 Repeat 1-4, Three more times
17 - 20 Step-hop with R and L into center
21 - 23 Slightly bend body FWD, stamp in place R.L.R
24 -  Hop R in place
25 - 32 Repeat 17-25 moving BWD with L
33 - 64 Repeat 1-32

PART TWO (face center)
1 - 4  Slide-jump R to right, close fast L, repeat the step
5 - 8  CCW, step-hop R and L
9 - 12 Yemenite R while turning left to face center, hop count 12
13 - 24 Repeat 1-12 with L to left
35 - 40 Repeat 17-32 of part One (inside and out)
41 - 80 Repeat 1-40